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1.0. Abstract 

It centers basically around the spatial association of living space and related conveniences. Smith 

(1977), in the investigation of quality of human life sees that it is not difficult to confound means 

and closures.'Quality 'Quality of life' is a multidimensional idea. The term 'quality of living 

space' utilized here has an unmistakable meaning. It features the spatial disparities and separation 

in the quality of living space between the metropolitan/provincial zones, general class and 

booked rank/clan families, and rich and helpless territories. The measures used to survey level of 

living incorporate, rutrition, apparel, cover, wellbeing, training, relaxation, security, social milieu 

and physi cal climate. This incorporates different components of living space, for example, 

accessibility of room, quality of lodging, and admittance to conveniences like water, sterilization 

and energy type utilized for lighting and cooking. 

2.0. Conceptualization of the Research Theme  

The quest for monetary development has been the predominant concern the world over, and 

advancement was held inseparable from financial development. The confidence in monetary 

development depended with the understanding that its advantages would ultimately be accepting 

all parts of life. This didn't occur. It called for reorienting advancement needs from expanding 

development rate, towards more extensive social goals, like annihilation of destitution, lessening 

pay inequality, arrangement of essential conveniences and generally speaking prosperity of 

human populace The ordinary proportions of prosperity, like GDP or per capita pay, are innately 

lacking, as they give no sign of how the pay is really disseminated among the different areas of 

the general public, and what it means for the genuine living individuals. There has been a 

reasonable expanding of the idea of human prosperity and hardship. The view of prosperity has 

moved away from simply material accomplishment, or from the means for advancement, to 

results that are either attractive in themselves or alluring due to their job in supporting better 

freedoms for individuals (National Human Development Report, 2001).  
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3.0. Research Report 

'Quality of life' is a multidimensional idea. Depicted from numerous points of view, the focal 

point of its definition is either on the immaterial viewpoints like opportunity, joy, ecological 

wellbeing, among others that are difficult to gauge, or on the more substantial angles identified 

with living space and conveniences. The word reference of Human Geography characterizes 

quality of life as, 'the condition of social well being of people and gatherings, either as they see it 

or as it is distinguished by detectable pointers' (Johnston, 2000). It has additionally been 

characterized as the sensation of well-being, satisfaction, or fulfillment coming about because of 

elements in the outer climate. The Penguin Dictionary of Geography portrays it as the level of 

integrity of the state of life and the life style of an individual. The Oxford Companion of 

Philosophy estimates the quality of life regarding social pointers, for example, nourishment; air 

quality, medical services, instructive base, shortfall of infection, and authority over wrongdoing, 

etc.  

 

The term is viable and utilized conversely with different articulations like social well-being and 

government assistance. A standard definition presently can't seem to develop. Social well-being 

has been characterized as a state in which the necessities and needs of a populace are fulfilled or 

what individuals really get. The recognizable proof of these requirements and needs is emotional 

and by and large truly decided, shifting starting with one culture then onto the next, and changing 

with the progression of time. It isn't exactly the same thing as bliss. Government assistance is 

likened with a state or state of well-being.  

 

The United Nations (1954) has advanced three comparing ideas viz. 'level of living' identifying 

with real everyday environments; 'way of life' identifying with the goals and assumptions for a 

group, that is, the everyday environments that they look to achieve or recapture; and 'standards of 

living' identifying with alluring states of living as characterized for a particular reason. The 

'standard' and the 'standard' are worried about 'what should be' , while 'level' is demonstrative of 

'what is'. In financial matters, government assistance is related with material advantages or 

favored results (Longman, Dictionary of Geography), Standard of living here is the degree of 

well being as estimated by the degree of pay or by the amount of labor and products customer. 

Pay is a significant determinant of quality of life as it gives more decisions. Anyway a higher per 
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capita pay may not really lead to a superior quality of climate, sufficient haven, secure 

occupations, fulfilling occupations and opportunity for all.  

 

The quality of life of many can be poor even amidst bounty (Human Development Report, 

1996). The segments of quality of life depend on human requirements that can be delegated 

essential, optional and tertiary. Essential human requirements involve food dress and haven; 

optional human necessities contain business, training, family, public administrations, wellbeing, 

wellbeing, security and the climate; and tertiary human necessities incorporate more conceptual 

and philosophical factors like opportunity, equity, value, opportunity, satisfaction, simplicity and 

solace.  

 

Maslow (1954) in his hypothesis of chain of command of human requirements expressed that 

specific 'lower' needs must be fulfilled before the 'higher' needs arise. It is solely after the 

fundamental necessities of food, attire, asylum and security have lager met that other feelings can 

be perceived. Along these lines, social orders in beginning phases of improvement will be more 

distracted with endurance and security needs when contrasted with cutting edge social orders.  

 

Smith (1977), in the investigation of quality of human life sees that it is not difficult to confound 

means and closures. On the off chance that joy, fulfillment, or fulfillment is the lone reasonable 

end recognized, all that we do turns into a method. Here, he makes a qualification between the 

'signifies' and ‘closes’, where the previous is a contribution to the type of labor and products 

used, the last is a yield or the condition of well being.  

 

Drewnoski (1974) has utilized this methodology in his work on degree of living. He further 

proposed two files, one to quantify the condition of well-being and the other to gauge the degree 

of living. The measures used to survey level of living incorporate, rutrition, apparel, cover, 

wellbeing, training, relaxation, security, social milieu and physi cal climate. The term 'quality of 

living space' utilized here has an unmistakable meaning. It centers basically around the spatial 

association of living space and related conveniences. It is a significant part of quality of life. 

Without an exact definition, it is vital for develop an operational one with regards to conditions 

winning in India. The term 'quality of living space' has been conceptualized as the outer states of 

carrying on with that advance the every day life of individuals. It influences the wellbeing, 
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financial profitability, protection and pride with which individuals can play out their ordinary 

elements of life. This incorporates different components of living space, for example, 

accessibility of room, quality of lodging, and admittance to conveniences like water, sterilization 

and energy type utilized for lighting and cooking. The amount one accomplishes in life is 

affected generally by the everyday environments. The idea is topographical as it is basically 

worried about the spatial parts of everyday environments. It features the spatial disparities and 

separation in the quality of living space between the metropolitan/provincial zones, general class 

and booked rank/clan families, and rich and helpless territories. 

4.0. Conclusion 

Realizing the paucity of work related to ‘living spaces’, notwithstanding considerable literature 

on socio-economic indicators of quality of life, this study was undertaken as an effort to fill the 

gap. The present research is an attempt to examine the regional differences in the quality of 

living space in India. In the given diversity, all regions of India have their own ecological, 

politico-economic, socio-cultural and historical specificities. These differences reflect on the 

spatial variations of the way the people organize their living space. Such regional variations 

viewed through the spectrum of rural and urban residence, caste background or class category of 

rich or poor pose a challenging task for geographers. 
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